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Abstract. In this note, we show that for context-sensitive languages there xists no characterization 
of the same type as described by Chomsky and Stanley for context-free languages. 
There have been many works on the homomorphic characterization f language 
classes. Chomsky and Stanley's characterization [1, 5] of the class of context-free 
languages is well-known and stated as follows: for any context-free language L
there exists a regular language R such that L = h(R n D) where D is a Dyck language 
and h is a homomorphism, and conversely, h(R n D) is a context-free language for 
each regular language R. Recently, Hirose and Nasu obtained a new characterization 
[3] of the same type as described by Chomsky and Stanley for the class of recursively 
enumerable anguages: for any recursively enumerable language L there exists a 
linear language L' such that L = h(L 'n  D) where D is a Dyck language and h is a 
homomorphism, and vice versa. 
From these results, the question arises whether there exists a characterization f 
the same type as mentioned above for the class of context-sensitive languages. In 
this note, we will give a negative answer to this question. 
The reader is referred to Harrison [2] and Salomaa [4] for background material 
and additional details. 
First we will give some notations and definitions. 
A grammar is a 4-tuple G=(N,  ,Y, P, S), and the language generated by G is 
denoted by L(G). When ~£ is a class of languages generated by a particular type of 
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grammars and Z is an alphabet, the subclass {L: L~ .Y and Lc  .Y*} is denoted [ 
.Y(.Y). For example, let cg~.y and ~.L¢ be the classes of context-sensitive languag, 
and recursively enumerable anguages respectively and .Y an alphabet, hen c¢~e~(2 
and ~.L~(.Y) are the subclasses of these languages over .Y. 
For an alphabet .Y and a nonnegative integer k let -Yk be the alphabet .Y w A 
where Ak = {ai, a2, •. •, ak} is disjoint from .Y, and -Yk = {x, x': x ~-Yk}. 
Let D~ be the Dyck language over -Yk, and let h~ be the projection from ('Ykl 
to .Y*. (The Dyck language over .~ = {x, x ' :x~ .Y} is generated by the gramm~ 
G = ({S}, .Y, P, S), where P = {S-> SxSx'S" x ~ .Y}w {S--> e}. The projection h: 2*- 
.Y* is the homomorphism such that h(x)= x if x~ .Y2 and h(x)= e if xe-Y1--Y2 
Definition. Let ~ and .Y' be language classes. ~ is said to be k-expressed by .~' i 
condition (a) below holds, .Y' is said to be k-closed to ~' iff (b) holds, and ~ is sai 
to be k-characterized by ~'  iit (a) and (b) hold. 
(a) For any alphabet .Y and a language L in ~(.Y), there exists a language L'i 
~'(-Yk) such that L= h~,(L' c~ D~,). 
(b) For any alphabet .Y and a language L' in ~'(~-'~k), h~(~'c~ D~) is in ~(.Y 
A few propositions can be presented. 
Proposition 1. (a) I f  .Y is k-expressed by.Z', then .~ is k'-expressed by.~' for any k' >I 
(b) I f  .~" is k-closed to .~, then .Y' is k'-closed to .~ for any k'<~ k. 
The proof is obvious from the definition. 
Proposition 2. Let .~' be any language class closed under e-free homomorphisms. Th( 
the following holds: 
(a) I f  .L¢ is k-expressed by ~', then .~ is 2-expressed by .~f'. 
(b) I f  .~' is k-closed to .~ for some k>~2, then 0~' is (k + l)-closed to .~. 
To prove this proposition we need some preliminaries. 
Let gz~'(2-'k'k)*-* (~-~2)* be a homomorphism such that gzk(x)=x, g~(x' )= 
(x~?) ,  and gzk(aj)=alaJeal, gz~(a~) =''''j'',,1,,2,,I (l<~j<~k). gz~ is an e-fr, 
homomorphism and has the property that a word w is in D iff gz~(w) is in Dry. 
Proof of Proposition 2. (a) From the condition that -Y is k-expressed by ~',  ft 
any language L in ~(.Y), there exists a language L' in ~'(rk)  such that L 
hz~(L'c~ D~k). From the property of gxk, 
h~ ( L' c~ D:zk) = h:~(gz~ ( L') c~ D:~) 
holds and from the assumption of closure under e-free homomorphisms, g~(L') 
in ~'(~22). Therefore, ~ is 2-expressed by ~'.  
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(b) For any language L' in ~'(2:-k--~)+~), from the property of gzk÷, again, 
h~+~(L' o Dr.~+,)= h~(g.~,,+,(L')~ D~). 
From the condition that ~ '  is k (>~2)-closed to ~ and from Proposition l(b), ~ '  
L' is 2-closed to ~. Moreover, g~+,( ) is in Le'(2;2), again from the assumption. 
Therefore, h~+~(L'~D~+~) is in Lf(2;), and Le' is (k+l ) -c losed to Le. [] 
To obtain our main result on the characterization of context-sensitive languages, 
we will use a padding technique which is stated as follows. 
Let G = (N, 2;, P, S) be a phrase structure grammar (psg for short). We construct 
the grammar Go = (No, 2: u {a}, Po, S~), where No = N u {So, A} (So, A, and a are 
new symbols), and 
Po = {So ~ Sa}u{Ax ~ xA: xe  N~ ~,}~{Aa-> aa} 
{a --> flAl l   l: fl e P} 
(m - n means m - n if m > n and 0 otherwise). 
Clearly, Go is a context-sensitive grammar (csg for short) and has the property 
that a word w is in L(G)  iff there exists j > 0 such that wa ~ is in L(Go). 
Now we will present our main result. 
Theorem. For any language class .~' which is closed under e-free homomorphisms and 
integer k >12, the class of context-sensitive languages is not k-characterized by .~'. 
ProoL If the theorem were not true, then there is a class ~ '  by which rg9°~ is 
k-characterized for some k I> 2. For L in ~f f~(2 : )  - rgb°~(2;), there is a psg G such 
that L= L(G). We can construct Go from G, and Lo = L(G,,) is in taffY(2; u {a}). 
From the condition that cg,9'~ is k-expressed by ~' ,  Lo = h<y~i,,~)k(L" r~ D~2~Ao~)k ) 
for some L" in ~'((2: u {a})k). 
Let p : (2 :u{a})* ->2:*  be the projection. Then L=p(Lo) is expressed as 
pl~2,.4,,~)k(L" c~ D¢~,,~)k). We note that the mapping P/~zuto~)~: ((2; u {a})k)*'-" 2:* 
is the projection h~k+ ~ : (~--~+l)* ~ 2:* (replace Ak u {a} with Ak+~, then (2: u {a})g = 
2:k+~). Therefore, from the condition that ~ '  is k-closed to cgff~ and Proposition 
2(b), L= h~k+,(L" c~ D~k+, ) is in cgSe~(2:). This contradicts that L is in ~(2 : )  - 
WSe.c£(2;), which completes the proof. [] 
Chomsky and Stanley's theorem states that c£.~.~(2:) (the subclass of.context-free 
languages over an alphabet 2;) is of the fo~m 
{hx~(R c~ D.~k) : R ~ ~,  k >~ 0}, 
where fft.~' is the class of regular languages. For context-sensitive languages we have 
the following resuR as a corollary of our theorem. 
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Corollary. For any language class oY closed under e-free homomorphisms, the clas,~ 
c¢3'~(,Y) cannot be of the form 
{h~,,(L~D:~,,): L~,~, k~O}. 
Remark. Since our results do not mean that c~ff~ cannot at all be characterized, 
some questions: arise: 
(a) For k < 2, does there exist a class of languages by which c¢ffoy is k-character. 
izod? 
(b) Is it possible to characterize ~.Y~ by imposing any restrictions on 
homomorphisms? 
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